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I Introduction

From a conceptual point of view, externality seen as a missing market depends on the
way economic theory draws the frontiers between market and non-market activities. It thus
depends on the definition of market. From a normative point of view, externality seen as a
market failure may call for its internalisation. It is one of the main justifications for public
intervention and for the creation of markets where they do not exist. But despite these
important stakes and the increasing role of this concept in economic theory, externality seems
to elude any attempt at rigorous and consensual definition. The problem of definition has
emerged with the concept itself in the 1950s, when it became emancipated from its
forerunner, the Marshallian concept of external economies. Several authors successively tried
to clarify the notion (Meade 1952, Scitovsky 1954, Bator 1958, Buchanan and Stubblebine
1962, Arrow 1969). But a few years later, the same lack of rigorous definition was still
emphasised: “Externality is in some ways, a straightforward concept: yet, in others, it is
extraordinarily elusive. We know how to take it into account in our analysis, and we are
aware of many of its implications, but, despite a number of illuminating attempts to define the
notion, one is left with the feeling that we have not captured all its ramifications.” (Baumol
and Oates 1975, 14) Furthermore, since this period of intense debate on externality, the
specialisation of economic theory in distinct fields has generated various meanings and uses
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of the concept. Papandreou (1994) has presented a rich history of the concept – relating each
field of economic theory to its own meaning of externality.2
It is not my intention to provide a typology of the various meanings of externality, or
to present a broad history of the concept. This study is circumscribed by time and focus
strictly on the approach falling within the general competitive equilibrium framework, more
precisely within its axiomatic form, the Arrow-Debreu model, developed in the 1950s.3
Within this framework, the definition of externality is rooted in Arrow’s (1969) pioneering
work: it is a type of missing market and encompasses the unpriced effects of one agent’s
activity on the welfare of another agent. As a consequence, it upsets the assumption of the
complete system of markets that the first theorem of welfare economics requires, producing a
Paretian sub-optimality. From a mathematical point of view, the formalisation of an
externality is achieved by introducing a direct interdependence between utility or production
functions.
The interest of this study of the definition of externality coming from the Arrow–
Debreu framework is twofold. First, although some studies provide a history of the concept
related to specific authors – see Medema (2011A, 2011B) on Coase, or Marciano (2013) on
Buchanan – it has never been done, to our knowledge, in the general equilibrium theory.
Second, the study raises analytical issues: Indeed, even in such a rigorous analytical
framework, the definition of externality as a missing market, despite its apparent simplicity,
allows some ambiguities to persist. As witnessed by some authors’ positions in the 1970s
(Mishan 1971, Baumol and Oates 1975, Heller and Starrett 1976, and Laffont 1988), this
Arrovian definition does not highlight two features usually associated with the traditional
meaning of externalities as side effects: whether or not it is an exogenous effect and whether
or not it is an unintended effect. I argue that both these ambiguities raise, although differently,
the more general issue of the dilution of the concept of externality within the larger notion of
individual interdependences. Finally, beyond the conceptual importance of clarifying the
definition of externality as a missing market, this issue has a strong normative content since
externalities call for internalisation and public intervention. So, giving a strict definition of
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externality amounts, implicitly, to drawing the frontier of legitimate internalisation and to
limiting the scope of the required economic policy.
Since this study is limited to the Arrow–Debreu framework, it is restricted to an ideal
world without transaction costs (for a discussion of the introduction of transaction costs in
Arrow’s and Coase’s internalisation of externalities, see e.g., Berta and Bertrand 2014). It
does not concern itself with the use of externalities in some important theoretical fields,
especially in macroeconomics, the institutional approach and the theory of property rights.4
Moreover, this study focuses on the conceptual problems of definition and does not discuss
traditional internalisation modes and their respective relevance.
Sections II and III are dedicated to the definition of externality as a missing market or,
by metonymy, as an unpriced effect. These sections are mainly based on Arrow’s (1969)
work. Section II first presents the place of Arrow (1969) in the literature on externalities in the
1960s. Section III then discusses Arrow’s definitions of externality and market failure which
have become seminal.
Sections IV and V, respectively, focus on the uncontrollable and unintended features
of externality in the general equilibrium theory. First, in a competitive framework where
every decision is supposed to be based on parametrical prices, an externality – as an effect
that escapes this system of prices – is outside the recipient’s control, to such an extent that the
recipient could be called an ‘externality taker’ in the same way that he is a price taker.
However, this uncontrollable or exogenous feature of an externality, embedded in the basic
formalisation of the competitive framework, is questioned by the ambiguous status of barter.
As barter produces a direct interdependence between agents (a utility interdependence), it is
regarded as an externality by several authors, who also belong to the general equilibrium
approach (Heller and Starrett 1976, Laffont 1988). This assimilation confuses the frontier
between externality and simple economic interdependence since barter is a kind of market –
even though not a competitive one – and remains a chosen and controlled decision (Section
IV).
Second, the definition of externality as a missing market does not specify whether or
not externalities are unintended or involuntary activities. In the general equilibrium theory,
4
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the formalisation of an externality as an interdependence between functions of utility or
production can receive a very broad interpretation. It allows the concept to include all kinds of
unpriced individual interactions. This is why some authors (Mishan 1965, 1969, 1971,
Baumol and Oates 1975) try to circumscribe the concept and to limit its meaning to very
specific phenomena. More precisely, they try to limit the concept to unintended or accidental
side effects, emphasising the intuitive or traditional meaning associated with externality
(Section V). There is thus a tension between, on the one hand, a formal and broad approach of
externality – within which missing markets can encompass, nearly all kinds of unpriced
interdependences – and, on the other hand, a more restrictive approach, an essentialist or
‘phenomenological’ definition (Papandreou 1994).5
Both ambiguities raise the issue of the relation between the basic formalisation of
externalities (a mathematical dependence of individual objective functions) and its economic
meaning (an unpriced effect or a missing market). Finally, both ambiguities raise the issue of
the dilution of externality in the larger notion of individual interaction and question its strong
normative content.

II The place of Arrow (1969) in the literature on externalities

In the general equilibrium theory, the definition of externality comes from the
analytical framework of the Arrow–Debreu model, whose axiomatisation has been achieved
since Debreu’s (1959) seminal work. Externality encompasses the unpriced effects or missing
markets that invalidate the assumption of a complete system of markets – an assumption that,
according to the first fundamental theorem of welfare economics, is required for Pareto
optimality. This definition of externality as a missing market is rooted in Arrow (1969) – the
only founder of the general equilibrium theory who clearly addresses this issue. This section
first discusses Arrow’s (1969) place in the literature on externalities in the 1960s (II.1), in the
general equilibrium theory (II.2), and finally in Arrow’s own work (II.3).

II.1 The place of Arrow (1969) in the literature on externality
In the middle of the 20th century externalities had not yet received a clear and wellestablished meaning. Since Viner’s (1931) contribution, the term usually refers to effects that
5
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produce deviations from Pareto optimality – called technological externalities – and thus
excludes pecuniary externalities. But in the 1950s and 1960s, during “this period of running
discussion on the theory of externality” (Baumol 1965, 24), several papers (mainly Bator
1958, Baumol 1965, Buchanan and Stubblebine 1962, Meade 1952, Scitovsky 1954)6
successively tried to clarify this concept by providing their own distinctions and typologies.
Meade’s famous “unpaid factors” are still rooted in Marshall’s concept of external
economies or diseconomies7 and thus in the field of production. But, as emphasized by
Laffont (1975), Meade is the first to clearly focus on technological externalities and his paper
marks the beginning of the modern theory of externality. With Scitovsky’s (1954) and Bator’s
(1958) contributions, the concept of externality progressively became emancipated from its
famous Marshallian forerunner, and started to encompass ‘unpriced’ or ‘direct’ interactions in
all economic activities. Scitovsky (1954) underlined that, in the theory of competitive
equilibrium, externality refers to unpriced direct interactions – between producers, between
consumers or between consumers and producers. This definition is broader than Meade’s
unpaid factors, which belong only to Scitovsky’s first kind of interactions.8 A few years later,
Bator (1958) gave a wider definition of externalities, which encompasses all the possible
causes of market failure and inefficiency: “external economies, indivisibility, nonappropriation, direct interaction, public goods, atmosphere, etc.” (Bator 1958, 356). As
stressed by Medema (2014B), Bator was the first person to introduce the term ‘externality’ in
the literature in a previous paper devoted to welfare economics (Bator 1957).
All these authors successively emphasised the fact that despite their predecessors’
attempts to clarify the concept, a rigorous definition was not yet available.9 And they all
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Coase (1960) is not mentioned here since his purpose was not to propose a new definition of externality, a term
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provided their own and more or less restrictive definition. So doing, they tried to clarify, on
the one hand, the relationship between externality and market failure – and, thus, suboptimality – and, on the other hand, the connection between externality and individual ‘direct’
interaction. As later stressed by Baumol and Oates (1975, 15), “ultimately, definitions are a
matter of taste and convenience”, and each of these earlier contributions attempted to
establish what kind of phenomena, of individual interdependences, externalities should or
should not encompass. (For theoretical surveys of these attempts at clarifying the concept see
Baumol and Oates (1975), Cornes and Sandler (1986), Laffont (1975), Mishan (1971); for a
history of these definitions, see Berta (2008), Medema (2014B) or Papandreou (1994)).
Yet at the same time Arrow was writing, that is at the end of the 1960s, there was, at
least in the competitive equilibrium theory on which this paper focuses, a consensus that first,
externalities only encompass ‘unpriced’ or non-market interactions – that is, only ‘direct’
interactions – and second, that they produce sub-optimalities. Although Bator tried to broaden
the definition to include all types of market failures, he first stressed:
“In its modern version, the notion of external economies – external economies
proper that is: Viner’s technological variety – belongs to a more general doctrine
of ‘direct interaction’. Such interaction […] consists in interdependences that are
external to the price system, hence unaccounted for by market valuations.
Analytically, it implies the nonindependence of various preference and
production functions.” (1958, 358)10

As a consequence, since “in general equilibrium, direct interdependence is the villain
of the piece” (Scitovsky 1954, 144), externality thus produces Paretian sub-optimality.
Pecuniary externalities or general equilibrium effects are then usually considered irrelevant,
for they are actually internal effects that do not produce any Paretian sub-optimality.11
Arrow’s work (1969) is part of these successive attempts to clarify the definition of
externality. Asserting that “it is time to discuss some of the standard concepts of externality,
importance and emphasis, rigorous definitions of the concept itself are not readily available in the literature.”
(Buchanan and Stubblebine 1962, 371).
10
This rather consensual definition is also underlined by Buchanan and Stubblebine (1962). While their purpose
was to provide a new distinction between Pareto-relevant and Pareto-irrelevant externalities, they acknowledged
that “the term ‘externality’, as generally used by economists, corresponds only to our definition of Paretorelevant externality” (1962, 371), that is, to unpriced and sub-optimal interactions.
11
See, for example Buchanan and Stubblebine (1962), Meade (1952), Scitovsky (1954). Even in Bator’s
definition, which is the broadest one, externality as a cause of market failures creates sub-optimality and thus
does not encompass any individual interaction.
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market failure and public goods generally”, he acknowledged that “the clarification of these
concepts is a long historical process, not yet concluded” (Arrow 1969, 145). He then
mentioned some of these earlier contributions but, unfortunately, it was just in passing and he
did not provide any comparison or even any further comment.12

II.2 The place of Arrow (1969) in the general equilibrium theory
Arrow’s definition of externality as a missing market and its internalisation by what
are now called ‘Arrovian markets’ (e.g., Boyd and Conley 1997) have become seminal. This
is obviously due to the fact that he is the first one to propose an internalisation mode that
expands the complete system of markets to include externalities (with parametric personalised
prices for externalities, as shown below).
The special place of Arrow (1969) in the general equilibrium theory of externality is
also due to the fact that, surprisingly enough, Arrow is the only founding theoretician of
general equilibrium who raises this question of the definition of externality in a
straightforward manner. Samuelson’s famous papers on public expenditures (1954, 1955)
focus on the definition of public goods and its sub-optimality but do not deal at all with
externalities. Later, Samuelson (1958) emphasised the importance of externality: “I don’t
suppose that anyone, upon reflection, would try to build up a theory of public expenditure
without bringing in some kind of externality” (1958, 334). But just after claiming “let’s
introduce important externalities (‘neighborhood’ effects etc.) into the consumption sphere”
(1958, 334), he carries on with a model that explicitly assumes the presence of public goods,
like national defence. Actually, the paper still addressed issues related to public goods and
Samuelson did not give any definition of externality that seemed to be implicitly associated
with public goods.13
In the same way, this issue of definition is not addressed by the main founders of the
Arrow–Debreu model during the same period, (e.g., Debreu, McKenzie or Hahn). For
example, Debreu, in his famous Theory of Value (1959), underlined the importance of the
complete system of markets assumption and introduced, at the end of the book, a chapter on
contingent markets, which are missing markets, in order to enlarge the complete system of
markets. But he did not introduce any chapter devoted to those other missing markets that
12
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make up externalities in the Arrow–Debreu model. Moreover, he did not address this issue in
any later work. In fact, during the 1950s and 1960s, the main founders of the general
equilibrium theory focused on the construction of the Arrow–Debreu model – on its
axiomatisation – and on the two main problems raised by the internal consistency of the
model: the existence and the stability of competitive equilibrium.
Rapidly, however, Arrow’s internalisation of externalities through the creation of
missing markets, of competitive markets for externalities, is taken up by, for example, Starrett
(1972) and Laffont (1976). Arrow was a professor at Harvard University between 1968 and
1976. Laffont and Starrett were his students at the beginning of the 1970s and their interest in
the topic of externalities in a general equilibrium framework surely came from their
professor’s influence – although they would provide their own interpretation of the concept
(see Section IV below). Laffont (1977) writes the only book devoted to external effects in a
general equilibrium framework.14 It is mainly based on earlier papers devoted to externalities
(Laffont and Laroque 1972, Laffont 1975, 1976).15
II.3 The place of Arrow’s 1969 contribution in his own work
Not only is Arrow the only founder of the general equilibrium theory to question the
definition of externality, but his 1969 article is also his sole contribution to this issue. Arrow
and Hahn (1971) returned, in a small sub-section of their book, to the internalisation of
externality by the creation of competitive markets. Later Arrow (1979) focused on a noncooperative game approach to Coase’s solution to externality. But these two studies only
focused on internalisation modes and never addressed the issue of the definition of
externality. Rather surprisingly, none of Arrow’s other papers returned to this issue and, in his
Nobel lecture (Arrow 1972) a few years later, he did not even mention his 1969 paper. Even
in his later contributions that deal with environmental concerns, he never referred to
externalities (see e.g., Arrow and Fisher 1974 that focuses on uncertainty in environmental
policies and more recently Arrow et al. 1993 that deals with contingent valuation).
Arrow was a very prolific theorist who worked on a great variety of subjects, as
witnessed by his collected papers. He contributed to the most important results of the Arrow–
Debreu model – welfare economics (Arrow 1951) and existence proofs (Arrow and Debreu
14
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1954). But while he was aware of the importance of these theoretical results, he was always
trying to achieve more realism. As emphasised by Kornai, “more than one of his studies are
extremely abstract analyses. However, to complement the speculative and deductive
intellectual work, he reverts repeatedly to the timely and practical questions of everyday life”
(Kornai 1979, 201; see also Arrow’s own preface to Arrow 1985).16 Arrow’s twofold interest
in high theory and the real world explains why, unlike Debreu for example, he was interested
in market failures, which include externalities. This is also why he worked on applied
economics and on imperfect competition models (e.g., markets for risk bearing, medical care,
information problems, uncertainty, etc.). As stressed by Bliss (1987, p. 303): “Yet there is no
doubt that pure general equilibrium is not for Arrow an end in itself. Its interest for him
springs from its role as a point of reference for the evaluation of the performance and
potential of real world markets”. In fact, Arrow’s work often focuses on problems generated
by missing markets. In his famous paper on medical care (1963), he refers to the problems of
the ‘non-marketability’ of goods and services, to missing markets. In Arrow and Lind (1970)
and Arrow and Fisher (1974), he works on uncertainty, stressing again the issue of contingent
markets as missing markets. According to him, as we will see below (Section III),
externalities are only a special case of missing markets – i.e. all missing markets are not
externalities. This is probably why he never refers to externalities in his numerous applied
contributions on other missing markets.

III Externalities as missing markets

Arrow (1969) establishes his own definitions of externality and market failure and
introduces the formalisation of externality as a utility-interdependence – a formalisation that
is now seminal in the general equilibrium framework.
III.1 Arrow’s (1969) definitions of market failure and externality17
Arrow (1969) starts by acknowledging the same lack of definition of externality as his
predecessors did:

16

See also Berta and Bertrand (2014).
See also Berta and Bertrand (2014) for a comparison of Arrow and Coase on methodology and ‘market’
internalisation.
17
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“Surprisingly enough, nowhere in the literature does there appear to be a clear
general definition of the [public good] concept or the more general one of
‘externality’. The accounts given are usually either very general and discursive,
difficult to interpret in specific contexts, or else they are rigorous accounts of
very special situations.” (Arrow 1969, 133)

One of Arrow’s (1969) purposes is to clarify the definition of externality and, more
precisely, its relation with increasing returns and with the broader notion of market failure.
“These [increasing returns and market failure] are related to Pareto inefficiency
on the one hand and to the existence and optimality of competitive equilibrium on
the other; sometimes discussions in the literature do not adequately distinguish
these two aspects. Market failure is a more general category than externality and
both differ from increasing returns in a basic sense, since market failures in
general and externalities in particular are relative to the mode of economic
organization,

while

increasing

returns

are

essentially

a

technological

phenomenon.” (Arrow 1969, 134)

Arrow’s definitions of market failure and externality are implicitly outlined in his
paper – market failures refer to “failures of markets to exist”, i.e. to “missing markets” in
general (Arrow 1969, 148). Externalities are just a particular case of market failures, i.e. of
missing markets. This is why he says that market failures and thus externalities are
institutional, relative to the economic organisation, to the non-existence of markets, while
increasing returns are neither externalities nor even market failures since he considers that
scale returns are technological.
This concept of market failure is more restrictive than Bator’s (1958) definition, which
Arrow is aware of, although he does not mention it in his 1969 paper.18 Bator (1958)
considers that every cause of sub-optimality – including increasing returns – is a failure and
also an externality.19 This broad concept of market failure, which includes all kinds of suboptimality, of imperfections of competition, is usual in the literature.20 This is not Arrow’s
restrictive conception of market failure. His conception is driven by the general equilibrium
18

Surprisingly, Arrow does mention Bator in his famous paper on medical care (1963), for example.
More precisely, Bator gives a typology of externalities as the causes of market failure.
20
This is the definition given by Bohm (1987) in the New Palgrave, and by Newbery (1990, 212): “market
failure means that the existing markets fail to achieve the efficient allocation that the idealized, perfectly
competitive markets of the First theorem would ensure”. A market failure is a cause of sub-optimality and it
includes everything that impedes competitive equilibrium from existing, and thus also convexity problems.
19
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analytical framework and, more precisely, by the kinds of deviations from Pareto optimality
that Arrow considers decisive. He separates the two main assumptions required for Pareto
optimality: convexity and the complete system of markets. Indeed, according to him, the main
problems that upset the two fundamental welfare theorems, “the hypotheses frequently not
valid” (Arrow 1969, 135), are 1) the non-convexity problems, since the existence of a
competitive equilibrium is no longer guaranteed, and 2) the lack of “universal markets” (ibid.
, 135) since a general competitive equilibrium exists but is no longer Pareto optimal. Only the
second type of phenomenon, that of missing markets and hence externalities, is considered a
market failure, while convexity problems – among which are increasing returns – are not.
Thus, market failures seen as missing markets undermine only the first theorem of welfare
economics.21
It is now usual within the general equilibrium framework to distinguish between
market failures and convexity problems or, more precisely, between externality and increasing
returns. This is, for example, the position adopted a few years later by Baumol and Oates
(1975). According to them, “Bator, who makes no attempt to define the concept of externality
very formally, nevertheless proposes to interpret the concept so broadly that it includes most
major sources of what he calls ‘market failures’” (1975, 16). But they continue, “one can only
object that this broad connotation is not what most writers have in mind when they discuss
externalities. The analysis of the increasing-returns problem is ultimately quite different from
that of the more conventional externalities that constitute the primary threat to the
environment and to the quality of life more generally.” (ibid., 16)22 They then refer to
“Arrow’s alternative and illuminating approach of externalities” that also distinguishes them
from increasing returns (ibid., 17).
Finally, to sum up Arrow’s position, market failures only refer to missing markets.
And missing markets refer to externalities but also include other missing markets, such as the
absence of future markets or markets for risk hedging. “The problem of externality is thus a
special case of a more general phenomenon, the failure of markets to exist. Not all examples
of market failure can fruitfully be described as externalities.” (Arrow 1969, 148) But
unfortunately, Arrow never specifies the nature of the difference between externalities and
other missing markets.
21

Since convexity is not required for the first theorem but only for the second one.
In a footnote they stress that increasing returns give rise to a number of problems, among which is “the danger
of breakdown of the second-order conditions” (that is the non-convexity problems) but that “none of these is,
however, an externalities problem in the conventional sense and each has given rise to a distinct body of
literature” (ibid., 16).
22
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III.2 Arrow’s illustration and formalisation
To illustrate this association of externality with missing markets, Arrow establishes the
conditions of Pareto optimality for a general competitive equilibrium with externalities.23 He
provides an example in which the consumption of an individual i impacts the satisfaction of
all the other individuals and can therefore be considered a joint production. More precisely,
“what we ordinarily call i’s consumption is regarded as the production of joint outputs, one
for each individual whose utility is affected by individual i’s consumption” (Arrow 1969,
146). In other words, agent i’s consumption, i = 1, …, n, actually produces a multitude of
distinct externalities and, on the other side, his own utility now also depends on the n – 1
other agents’ consumption:
(1)

ui = ui (q11, … , qik, …, qnm),

i = 1,…, n;

k = 1,…, m,

where qik is the quantity of good k consumed by agent i.
From an analytical point of view, externalities appear here since individual i can only
choose or control the quantities qik, k = 1,.., m that he consumes but not the quantities qjk, j ≠ i,
k = 1,.., m, consumed by all the others, although these quantities impact his utility. So
externality takes the mathematical form of a ‘direct’ individual interaction, i.e., a nonindependence of the utility functions.
The solution is then to show that “by suitable and indeed not unnatural reinterpretation
of the commodity space, externalities can be regarded as ordinary commodities, and all the
formal theory of competitive equilibrium is valid, including optimality” (Arrow 1969, 146).
Since externality is characterised as a “missing market”, the Pareto optimality requires the
creation of artificial markets or “artificial goods” (Laffont 1977), i.e. the broadening of the
complete system of markets to all externalities and the creation of new prices. The new
commodities are characterised by both agents – the producer i and the recipient j – and by a
price pijk set by the auctioneer. In other words, externalities are now personalised:
(2)

ui = ui (qi11, … , qijk, …, qinm),

i = 1,…, n,

where qijk is the quantity of goods k consumed by j and impacting i.
It is possible to show that such a system of equilibrium and personalised prices exists
and is Pareto optimal.24 “The competitive equilibrium of an economy with a broadened price
23

Its existence had already been proven by McKenzie (1955).
Internalisation by the creation of competitive markets raises several well-known problems: first, the relevance
of the price-taking assumption with only two agents per market as underlined by Arrow (1969) himself or later
by Laffont (1977) since the price-taking assumption is usually justified by ‘atomistic competition’.As stressed by
24
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system will be Pareto optimal since no externality remains” (Laffont 1977, 264). Since the
sub-optimality disappears, so do externalities: the sub-optimality of externality is nearly
constitutive of its definition. As underlined by Papandreou, the usual expression of ‘market
for externality’ is wrong in the general equilibrium framework: “Here, ‘externality markets’ is
an oxymoron. It is either markets or externality, but not both” (Papandreou 2003, 285).
This approach of externalities seen as missing markets and its internalisation by
competitive markets calls for a few remarks. First, it leaves aside the issue of the origin of
these externalities since, as is well known, general equilibrium theory takes the number of
markets and more generally institutions as given. As pointed out by Laffont (1988), “the
general equilibrium model of ‘Arrow–Debreu’ does not seek to explain variables such as the
agents’ size or the number of markets, as well as he does not explain agents’ preferences” and
“we will remain captive of this model” (Laffont 1988, 14). To such an extent that agents
could also be called ‘market takers’: “Precedent for behaving passively with respect to one’s
environment is well established in the Walrasian tradition of price taking, so market-taking
would seem to be part of the same mold” (Makowski and Ostroy 2001, 490). So we are left
with the absence of markets or prices for externalities without explanation, and the question of
the origin of the missing markets – lack of property rights, transaction costs – is beyond the
scope of this framework.25
Next, even in such a unified and rigorous framework, the concept of externality
regarded as a missing market is not so straightforward. This is the issue on which I will now
focus. More precisely, the concept does not clearly specify two features which are usually
associated with externalities as harmful or side effects: first, whether or not an externality is
an exogenous or uncontrollable effect for the recipient and, second, whether or not it is an
unintended effect for the producer of externalities. I argue that both ambiguities raise the
Arrow (1969, 146), “each commodity (i, j, k) has precisely one buyer and one seller […] We are in the realm of
imperfectly competitive equilibrium”. The second problem is the non-convexity problem raised by Starrett
(1972): the creation of a market for a detrimental externality can undermine the production set convexity and
thus the existence of equilibrium. For example, an impacted producer facing a positive price for an externality
can choose to stop his production and can ask an infinite demand for externality. The problem of convexity with
Arrovian markets has been intensively discussed but is not important here. See also Laffont (1976), Starrett and
Zeckhauser (1974) and more recently, Boyd and Conley (1997) or Papandreou (2003), for example.
25
As soon as one seeks to explain externalities, the notion of transaction costs – as exclusion costs, for example
– becomes essential and thus undermines the previous necessity of internalisation. In order to explain why
markets are missing, Arrow introduces such transaction costs at the end of his (1969) paper. Then he changes his
previous conception of failure which becomes relative (see Papandreou 1994 or Berta and Bertrand 2014).
Nevertheless, he did not mention the transaction costs issue in his presentation of externalities a few years later
(Arrow and Hahn 1971). The introduction of transaction costs would lead to abandonning the Arrow–Debreu
framework, on which the present paper focuses. This is why, as already underlined, the Coasean tradition and the
property rights school are beyond the scope of our study.
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issue, although in a different manner, of the frontier between externality and the broader
notion of individual interdependence.

IV The uncontrollable or exogenous feature of externality

Some authors (Heller and Starrett 1976, Laffont 1988) regard barter as an externality,
considering that it involves a direct negotiation between agents and thus produces a kind of
direct interdependence of individual choices. Their association between externality and barter
is logically based on the utility-interdependence that both formally produce. Nevertheless, this
association challenges the definition of externality as a missing market – since barter remains
a market, although it is not a competitive one. As a consequence, it challenges the
uncontrollable dimension of externality that follows from Arrow’s definition. More broadly, I
want to show that this assimilation questions the distinction between externality and simple
economic interdependence. This section first underlines the uncontrollable dimension of
externality, implied by the Arrovian definition of externality as a missing market and its
formalisation as a utility-interdependence (IV.1). It then discusses the argument put forward
by Heller and Starrett (1976) and Laffont (1988) to regard barter as an externality (IV.2).

IV.1 The externality-taking assumption
The uncontrollable or exogenous character of an externality for the recipient is not
explicit in the definition of externality as a missing market or an unpriced effect, even if it has
been emphasised by several authors as such.26 This uncontrollable or exogenous character is
driven by the model: this is clarified when we look at the basic formalism used to represent
externality.
In the institutional framework of perfect competition, each individual decision is, by
definition, based on parametric prices: each individual chooses his optimal quantities – those
that maximise his profit or utility – at the given prices. All interactions are market
interactions, in the sense that they go through the parametric prices set by the auctioneer.
26

Buchanan and Stublebbine (1962) are the first to explicitly refer to the lack of control in their definition:
externality is formally a direct interdependence of the utility functions. An agent’s utility, then, depends not only
on his own ‘activity’ vector but also on another agent’s activities “which by definition are under the control of
[this] second individual” (1962, 372). Years later it is also underlined by Meade (1973), who evokes “not fully
consenting parties” (cited by Cornes and Sandler 1986, 39), and Baumol and Oates (1975) who evoke “values
chosen by others”.
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Consequently, as is well known, there is no direct individual interaction: each individual only
faces the auctioneer and adjusts his choices to the parametric prices. The Walrasian
competitive framework avoids any strategic behaviour regarding not only prices – according
to the price-taking assumption – but also the other agents. As a consequence, there is no
dependence between individual objective functions: each agent’s utility function only depends
on his own choices at the given prices – from a mathematical viewpoint, all the arguments of
his function are controlled, chosen by the agent given the parametric prices.
Externality seen as a missing market is an unpriced effect that impacts the utility or
production function of an individual. In other words, it means that, from a mathematical point
of view again, the externality produced by an agent directly enters the objective function of
another agent. This unpriced – or direct – interdependence between utility or production
functions is a violation of the previous non-dependence of the objective functions ensured by
the competitive framework. As stressed by Laffont in the New Palgrave Dictionary, “the
formalization of externality is achieved in microeconomics by making consumption sets,
utility functions and production sets (or functions) affected by externalities functionally
dependent on the activities of the other agents” (Laffont 1987, 263). It does not mean that
when the objective functions are non-dependent (or not “functionally dependent”, according
to Laffont’s previous definition), there is no individual interdependence. The non-dependence
of objective functions is opposed to unpriced or ‘direct’ interdependence but not to individual
interdependence. As already stressed, a priced effects (or an internalized externalities) are
individual interdependences but are not externalities any more, even if the effect (the
phenomenon) remains.
As a consequence, the externality is an argument of the recipient’s production or
utility function but it is not a controlled variable for him. Since the externality has no price,
the agent cannot choose its amount.27 This argument of the function is then exogenous for the
recipient. As clearly underlined by Arrow and Hahn (1971):

27

However, as underlined by Papandreou (1994), the issue of control slips away if we consider, like Coase
(1960), that the harmed agents have ways to evade the externality, for example by moving away from the
producer of the nuisance or by protecting themselves. “It often looks as if the distinction between external and
internal has to do with the degree of control an agent has over a decision, but it is never quite clear how this
distinction can be made, short of a general interdependence vis-à-vis total independence” (Papandreou 1994, 47).
Actually, in the Arrow–Debreu model, commodities are spatially specified (see, for example, Debreu 1959).
This very strict definition of the commodity space ensures that the individuals’ choices are only based on the
prices and that the quantities will not depend on the location of commodities. Obviously, this strong assumption
stops the Arrow–Debreu model from taking moves by agents into account. I will return to the definition of the
commodity space later.
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“In accordance with the atomistic connotations of the concept of competitive
equilibrium, each household and firm is assumed to take externalities as
parametrically given.” (Arrow and Hahn 1971, 133, our emphasis)

Formally, impacted agents take externalities as given in the same way that they take
prices as given, when they optimise their function. This is why I suggest that they could be
said to be externality takers. The term ‘external’ refers to exteriority not only from the price
system but also implicitly from the recipient’s optimisation program. This exogenous feature
of externality is – even implicitly – part of the definition and is clearly reflected by the way
externalities are formalised by Arrow (1969) and in the Arrow–Debreu model and, more
extensively, in microeconomics.28
Arrow’s (1969) previous illustration of consumption externality can be generalised by
making each agent’s utility function depending not only on his own activity vector but also on
the activity vectors of all the others agents, regarded as externalities. This generalisation is
used a few years later by Arrow and Hahn (1971). More generally, agent i’s utility function
and his consumption set are assumed to depend on his entire ‘environment’. Hence, if xi is the
activity vector of agent i, and x-i = (x1,.., xi - 1, xi + 1,…, xn) is his environment – that is, the
other agents’ activities – then:
(3)

i = 1, …, n,

ui = ui (xi, x-i)

Then agent i maximises his utility choosing only xi and taking his environment – all
the externalities x-i produced by the others – as given, in the same way that he takes prices as
given. These exogenous arguments can refer, for example, to neighbourhood effects, harmful
effects or Veblen effects on the consumption side or on the production side to Meade’s unpaid
factors, to pollutions or to inventions.29

IV.2 The ambiguity of barter as an externality
In the same tradition as Arrow (1969), Heller and Starrett (1976) raise the issue of the
definition of externalities. They also belong to the general equilibrium approach and both
were Arrow’s students at Harvard University (and later edited the “Essays in honor of
Kenneth J. Arrow” (Heller, Starr and Starrett 1986)). In 1976, Starrett had already published
28

In Arrow’s formalisation (see its presentation above, in III.2), agent i chooses his own consumptions qik
indexed by i, while he has no control over the consumptions of other agents qjk, j ≠ i. This is also the traditional
way externalities were formalised e.g., in Meade (1952) and in Buchanan and Stubblebine (1962).
29
According to Scitovsky (1954, 144), “inventions are part of ‘producer’s direct (i.e. nonmarket) influence on
personal satisfaction” since inventions “facilitate production and become available without charge”.
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his famous contribution on the fundamental non-convexities that some negative externalities
can imply on the production side (Starrett 1972).30
Heller and Starrett (1976) follow Arrow’s approach and also try “to explore the nature
of externality from a rigorous analytic viewpoint” (1976, 9). They consider that externality is
related to the perfect competition framework: “an externality is frequently defined to occur
whenever a decision variable of an economic agent enters into the utility function (or
production function) of some other agent. We shall argue first that it is not a very useful
definition, at least until the institutional framework is given” (ibid., 9). Indeed, with such a
definition, a barter economy is an extreme case of widespread externalities since “if I am
trading with you, my welfare is going to depend on how much you’re willing to give up in
exchange” (ibid., 10). In other words, I do not have entire control over the quantity I consume
since it now depends directly on what you agree to give me – my welfare or my utility
function depends directly on your choices. In this sense, barter creates a kind of dependence
of the utility functions, a direct interaction between the two agents. That is why, according to
Heller and Starrett, externality must only encompass “situations in which interdependencies
exist even in the framework of the market system”. Thus, “only the introduction of a
competitive market eliminates externalities by isolating individuals through price taking”
(ibid., 10).
As stressed above (IV.1), the perfect competitive framework ensures that there is no
direct individual interaction since each agent makes his choices regarding the parametric
prices, independently of the other agents’ choices. Perfect competition, through the pricetaking assumption, is considered the way to ‘isolate’ agents – a way which is ensured by the
presence of the auctioneer. So according to Heller and Starrett, two polar situations emerge:
“at one extreme, is the barter situation where everything is an ‘externality’. At the other
extreme is the situation discussed by Arrow” (ibid., 10) where no externality remains.
Laffont also clearly follows Arrow (1969) and the general equilibrium approach. He
was Arrow’s student at Harvard University during his PhD at the beginning of the 1970s and
started to work on this topic at that time (see Laffont and 1972, Laffont 1975 and Laffont
30

This contribution clearly relies on Arrow’s (1969) definition but stresses an important limit to the
internalisation by Arrovian markets (see footnote 23 above).When Starrett shows that negative externalities can
produce non-convexities (e.g., when a producer chooses to stop producing and asks an infinite quantity of
externality at its positive price), there is an apparent contradiction with Arrow’s definition that excludes nonconvexities issues (such as increasing returns) from the field of externalities. In my opinion, the non-convexity
of the production set is only a potential consequence (and not a systematic one) of some important negative
externalities, but it is not a cause of externalities. Arrow clearly identifies market failures to all that undermine
the first theorem of welfare economics but convexity is not required for the first theorem.
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1976). A few years later, in a book devoted to public economics (Laffont 1988),31 he has
nearly the same interpretation of barter as Heller and Starrett, although he does not refer to
their contribution. He gives a longer explanation: “In a barter economy, that is without
markets, every exchange can be broken down into two externalities. The quantity qlj of good l
that agent j accepts to exchange for a quantity qki of good k with agent i creates an externality
on agent i. Agent i’s utility depends on his action qki but also on agent j’s action q1j. On the
contrary, one could create a market for each agent activity in relation with all the others.
Then, there is no more external effect” (Laffont 1988, 14). Given the reciprocal dimension of
barter, each exchange generates two externalities: one from agent i on agent j, and the reverse.
Again, what is at stake is not the individual interdependence per se, since every market
transaction is interdependence, but the fact that the interdependence is direct: every individual
choice depends directly on the other agents’ choices, and the utility functions of the agents are
not independent any more. This is why Laffont also stresses that externalities are dependent
on existing institutions (number of markets but also number of firms).32
The assimilation of a barter economy with a situation of widespread externalities
raises several problems. First, it implicitly denies any relevance to Coase’s (1960) solution of
bargaining. While the Coase theorem has different interpretations, Coase’s own solution is
within a bargaining framework without price taking, i.e. in an Edgeworthian framework of
bilateral negotiation.33 There is an inconsistency in regarding bargaining or barter – exchanges
without price taking – both as an externality and an internalisation mode.
Secondly, whether it concerns a simple bilateral exchange or an exchange involving an
infinite number of agents, Edgeworthian equilibria – the ‘core’ of the economy – are Pareto
optimal, under the implicit assumption that agents will reach the contract curve, i.e. that there
is not a mutually beneficial exchange any more. In other words, there is no relation between
barter or bargaining and sub-optimality. If barter is regarded as an externality, one could have
both an optimal situation and a persistent externality and the previous sub-optimality of
externality would be undermined. As already stressed, externality is a kind of market failure
and its sub-optimality is nearly part of its definition: externality disappears as Pareto
optimality is reached via its internalisation.
31

Book that has been first published in French in 1982.

32

It is obvious that, if a firm that pollutes another one buys the latter, the externality is internalized, becomes an
internal problem and disappears (even if the pollution may remain).
33
The Coase theorem may also be interpreted in terms of perfect competition. But the interpretation that Coase
himself – and also Stigler (1966) or Calabresi (1968) – gives to the Coase theorem is in terms of bargaining. For
more details, see Bertrand (2006).
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Finally, this assimilation of barter and externality raises the question – and this is the
issue on which I want to focus – of the uncontrollable nature of externality and, beyond that,
of the frontier between externality and simple economic interdependence. As stressed above,
externalities are regarded as “parametrically given” by the recipient and this exogenous
character is embedded in the mathematical structure: the amount of externality is not chosen
by the recipient who can be considered an externality taker. If we return to the above
illustration of barter between good l and good k, Laffont (1988) considers this barter an
externality since agent i’s utility depends on his own choice qik of good k but also on the
quantity qjl of good l that agent j is willing to exchange. But to have agent i treating
externality as “parametrically given” and behaving as an externality taker agent, the quantity
qjl must be exogenous for him. And in barter, the exchanged quantities result from a voluntary
exchange or negotiation. Agent i is always able to choose the quantity, even indirectly, since
it also depends on the quantity qik he is willing to exchange. For example, he can always
refuse to exchange and choose to consume qjl = 0. So the quantity qjl is not as exogenous or
uncontrollable as pollution or neighbourhood effects, for example. In other words, while in a
barter, “my welfare depends on what you’re willing to give up in exchange” (Heller and
Starret 1976, 10), you do not choose what I am going to consume. Finally, in a direct
negotiation without price taking, I cannot choose my optimal quantities independently, as
would be the case in a competitive framework, but I do not lose complete control of the
quantity I consume.34
What is at stake in this association of barter with externality is the definition of
market. In Laffont’s quotation above, market is associated with competitive market and
externality with barter. But barter is a market, even though not a competitive one, and both
involve voluntary exchanges and controllable decisions. So there is an inconsistency in
associating an externality, which is formally an uncontrolled argument of the utility function,
with barter, which involves a chosen, voluntary and thus controllable decision. Furthermore,
barter actually creates an economic interdependence between agents, as occurs with every
exchange, but this is a special kind of market interdependence that is not unpriced. So
considering barter an externality challenges both the definition of externality as a missing
market

and

the

previous

distinction

between

externality and

simple

economic

interdependence. This is why Heller and Starrett (1976) argue that the definition of externality

34

Furthermore, even if agents were not price takers, barter results in an implicit relative price or exchange rate.
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as an interdependence of utility or production functions “is not a very useful definition, at
least until the institutional framework is given” (ibid., 9), namely the competitive framework.

V The unintended feature of externality
This frontier between externality and interdependence is also challenged, in a different
manner, by another dimension of externality – its unintended feature – which is sometimes
associated with externality35 but not specified in its definition as a missing market. What is
interesting here is that the mathematical form of externality, and the way it is formalised, does
not specify whether externality is a deliberate or unintended effect. Several authors – Mishan
(1965, 1969) and Baumol and Oates (1975) – claim that this unintended feature should be part
of the definition, in order to circumscribe externalities to specific kinds of phenomena.
The emergence of this phenomenological approach of externalities (Papandreou 1994)
has several explanations. First, it follows from the loose relationship between the Arrow–
Debreu formalisation of externality as utility-interdependences and its economic
interpretations. This formalisation may have wide interpretations and encompass every
unpriced individual interaction (V.1). So the phenomenological approach tries to circumscribe
these interpretations, especially to exclude deliberate effects, in order to avoid the dilution of
externality in broad interdependence (V.2). This approach also follows from the rise of
environmental economics in the 1960s and 1970s and from the increasing focus on
environmental issues (see Papandreou 1994, Medema 2014A). Mishan, Baumol and Oates
limit the concept of externality to phenomena that fit in with environmental externalities that
are obviously incidental (V.3). Finally, this approach raises important issues because of the
normative content of externality: as stressed by Mishan, setting the scope of externality also
amounts to drawing the field of application of the concept, i.e. of internalisation. Moreover
excluding deliberate effects or social feelings is for Mishan a way to limit externalities to
economic activities (V.4).

35

The involuntary feature of externality is implicitly specified by Meade (1952) who is interested in situations
where a producer “does not take into account” the impact of his activities on others. Heller and Starrett also
specify that “externalities arise whenever the value of an objective function […] depends upon the unintended or
incidental by-products of some activity of others” (Heller and Starrett 1976, 1), but they then refer to the usually
accepted definition and not to their own definition.
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V.1 Externality versus interdependent utilities
The canonical formalisation of externalities as utility-interdependences may have
various meanings, since the axiomatic form of the general equilibrium theory relies on a
formalism that allows very broad interpretations. This plasticity is often seen as one of its
most powerful features.
“One cause for the persistence of neoclassical theory in the face of its long line of
critics is precisely that for some reason of mathematical structure, the neoclassical
theory is highly manipulable and flexible.” (Arrow 1974, 2)

In the same line of reasoning, Debreu has often claimed that the mathematical
structure of the theory can be separated from its economic interpretations. According to him
and Bourbakist tradition he follows, this dichotomy is the result of the axiomatisation
achieved in the Arrow–Debreu model and gives freedom in presenting its economic
meaning.36 Indeed, it is usually by reinterpretations of the commodity space that the economic
meaning is enlarged. For example, commodities have been not only physically and spatially
specified but also temporally specified, in order to introduce time (and futures markets).
Arrow (1953) has provided a broader interpretation – commodities are now defined by the
state of the world in which they are available – in order to introduce a kind of uncertainty in
the analytical framework (see also Debreu 1959, 1977, Hildenbrand 1983).37 And it is also by
a reinterpretation of the commodity space that the complete system of markets has been
broadened to cover externalities.38
The basic formalism associated with externality as an interdependence of utility
functions (or production functions) allows the broadening of the concept to all unpriced
individual interactions by simple reinterpretations of the commodity space and the utility
function: these interdependences of utility may refer to neighbourhood effects, pollution,
Veblen effects and, more broadly, to social feelings like envy, etc. Furthermore, as stressed by
36

Debreu’s epistemological position, and the freedom in interpretations that he often claims, come from the
influence of the French mathematical school of ‘Nicolas Bourbaki’ that deeply influenced him when he was
studying mathematics in Paris at the Ecole Normale Supérieure. See Debreu (1977), for example. For a
discussion of his epistemological position, see Berta (2000) and Mirowski and Weintraub (1994).
37
See also Papandreou (2003) for an original and new interpretation of the commodity space. He stresses that
there is a lack of isomorphism between the physical definition of the commodity space and its institutional
definition. The definition of the commodity space could be enlarged to specify whether or not commodities are
controlled, e.g., whether or not commodities have prices or property rights.
38
As already stressed above (section III): “by suitable and indeed not unnatural reinterpretation of the
commodity space, externalities can be regarded as ordinary commodities, and all the formal theory of
competitive equilibrium is valid, including optimality” (Arrow 1969, 146).
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Stigler (1966, 111), “there can be no doubt of the existence of these external effects of an
individual’s behaviour. In fact, in strictest logic there are very few actions whose entire
consequences accrue to the actor. If I educate my children well, the community (it is hoped)
will benefit by reduced crime, more enlightened citizenship, and so forth. If I grow an
attractive lawn, my neighbours are pleased; if Smith dresses shabbily, the other members of
the United States Senate become annoyed”.
V.2 Externality as a specific phenomenon
Several authors have tried to limit the extension of the concept of externality in order
to avoid its dilution in the larger notion of individual interdependence. Mishan (1965, 1969,
1971) is emblematic of this desire to limit the kind of utility interdependences that externality
should encompass.
“The term is evocative of interdependences of various kinds all carrying the
implication that the perfectly competitive solution does not suffice. The concept is
far from being unambiguous in consequence of misapplications or, on another
interpretation, of arbitrary extensions of its original meaning. If the cutting edge of
this powerful analytic tool is to be restored, an attempt must be made to chip away
much of the accumulating accretions of meaning that have attached themselves to
this term over time.” (Mishan 1965, 4–5)

Mishan claims that externalities correspond to unintended phenomena and he
considers this feature to be the very essence of externality. And he stresses that the
mathematical formalisation of externality does not specify this unintended feature:
“What the notation alone does not succeed in conveying, however, is that the
essential feature of the concept of an external effect is that the effect produced is
not a deliberate creation but an unintended or incidental by-product of some
otherwise legitimate activity.” (Mishan 1971, 2, my emphasis)

When, for example, one formally considers an externality to be a joint production –
following Arrow’s (1969) illustration of externality in consumption – “the notation alone”
does not specify whether or not the action is voluntary. And Mishan refuses to accept that
externalities encompass deliberate acts of goodwill or malice, invoking then the “popular”
meaning of externalities or the “essence of [its] common conception” (Mishan 1969, 343).
22

“If deliberately and with malice aforethought, I pour hydraulic acid in the pure
waters of a stream used by a whiskey distillery, or if I gradually poison my motherin-law, I certainly affect the production function of the former and the consumption
function of the latter. But neither activity accords with the popular notion of a
spillover or external effect.” (Mishan, 1969, 343)39

In the same way, Baumol and Oates (1975) stress this unintended feature of
externality. Following the general equilibrium approach, they characterise externality as a
direct and unpriced interaction, i.e. an agent’s activity that affects other agents’ utility or
production function but that “does not receive (pay) in compensation for this activity” (ibid.).
But they add a condition: that these externalities which enter A’s utility or production
function have “values [that] are chosen by others without particular attention to the effects on
A’s welfare” (Baumol and Oates 1975, 16).
Of course, as emphasised by Papandreou (1994, 73), asserting that actions are both
“chosen by others” and “without particular attention” can seem inconsistent since making a
choice induces a conscious decision. For example, if an industry voluntarily chooses a
polluting input, this choice cannot be considered unintentional, and conscious and involuntary
features are negatively correlated. But, this opposition is not so straightforward: it is possible
to choose a level of externality consciously and “without particular attention” for its effects on
others, even if these effects are well known. An industry chooses a polluting technology
because it is less costly and not because it is a polluting technology per se, i.e. without
particular attention to its harmful effects.40 In other words, the level of externality can be a
controlled variable in the optimisation program – and thus a conscious decision – on the part
of the producer of externality, without one being able to say if the latter deliberately chooses
to impact others, whether positively or negatively, i.e. if it is a deliberate act of goodwill or
“A definition of external effects emerges that accords with the common conception but differs somewhat from
other definitions in which external effects turn on (a) welfare or production effects that are wholly or partially
unpriced, or (b) the dependence of a production function or a consumption function on the activities of others, or
(c) the inability of the firm to control the factor. The essence of the common conception of an external effect,
one that is consistent with the usage in this paper, turns on its incidental character. The effect on others’ welfare,
though direct […] is always an unintentional product of some otherwise legitimate employment. It therefore does
not cease to exist when the external economy or diseconomy is properly priced so as to insure that an optimal
output is attained. And it does not necessarily exist when the production function of a firm or the consumption
function of a person is altered by the activities of others.” (Mishan 1969, 343)
40
If I listen to music at night-time, I can choose the amount of externality while being conscious of the
annoyance caused to my neighbors but it does not mean that I choose this amount ‘with particular attention’ to
this annoyance. I choose this amount with particular attention to my own welfare.
39
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malice. What is at stake is the intention behind the choice – intention that, as already stressed
by Mishan (1971, 2), “the notation alone does not succeed in conveying”.
Baumol and Oates pursue without ambiguity:
“This definition [of externality] should not be misunderstood to be a simple equation
of externalities with economic interdependence. When I rely on farmers for my food,
no externality need to be involved, for they do not decide for me how many zucchini
I will consume, nor does my consumption enter directly into their utility function.
Note also that the definition rules out cases in which someone deliberately does
something to affect A’s welfare, a requirement Mishan has emphasized. If I
purposely manoeuver my car to splatter mud on a pedestrian whom I happen to
dislike, he is given no choice in the amount of mud he ‘consumes’, but one would
not normally regard this as an externality.” (Baumol and Oates 1975, 17)
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When underlining the unintended feature of externality, Mishan, Baumol and Oates all
try to limit the notion to very special phenomena, and all put forward what they regard as the
“original”, “popular” or “conventional” (Baumol and Oates 1975, 16) meaning of externality.
This meaning fits in with environmental externalities, the study of which has become more
and more important since the early 1960s.

V.3 The rise of environmental externalities
Papandreou (1994) associates the phenomenological approach with the rise of
environmental issues and concerns since the early 1960s. The context is indeed important. As
stressed by Medema (2014A, 2014B), the relatively sparse literature on externalities before
the 1960s can be explained by the fact that economists regarded externalities, and especially
externalities on the production side, like pollution – as rare and unimportant phenomena, with
no real empirical relevance. The growing interest in environmental problems since the 1960s
explains the rapid simultaneous development of environmental economics and externality
theory. This rise renews the empirical relevance of the externality problem and contributes to
closely relating externality to specific and tangible effects (see Papandreou 1994, 46). Baumol
and Oates clearly adopt this phenomenological approach because they are interested in
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This definition obviously excludes simple ‘priced’ interdependences, as shown by the example of exchange
with farmers in the quotation. They add in a note: “of course, my payment to him does affect his utility. This
already brings in the distinction between pecuniary and technological externalities.” (ibid., 17)
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environmental issues and focus on specific harmful effects, such as pollution, that cannot be
regarded as deliberate acts of nuisance. The intuitive feature of externality as a side effect or
accidental joint production – its unintended feature – is obviously central in the field of
environmental economics.42 This can explain why, in the 1970s, this unintended feature of
externality was regarded by Mishan, Baumol and Oates as a “popular” or “conventional”
meaning of externality.
Papandreou (1994) also distinguishes this phenomenological approach from the
general equilibrium approach and explains their differences. But it is important to stress that
there is no real contradiction between the general equilibrium approach and the
phenomenological approach: the latter is just a sub-set of the former, since unintended and
deliberate effects take the same mathematical form, i.e. unpriced or nonmarket effects that
create direct interdependences of the individual objective functions. Furthermore, this
distinction is not so straightforward. Baumol and Oates adopt this phenomenological
approach because of their focus on environmental issues, but they are also working within a
general equilibrium framework. Mishan, on his side, also adopts this phenomenological
approach because he focuses on environmental issues, but he has political reasons in addition,
as shown below.

V.4 The scope of legitimate internalisation
Mishan’s attempt to limit the definition of externality can also be explained by a
different reason: by a matter of public policy. Utility interdependences can also be regarded as
reflecting social feelings, such as Veblen effects, altruism, envy43 and so on. Mishan does not
only reject voluntary or deliberate effects – as stressed above – but also social feelings like
“ill-feeling induced by the knowledge of other people’s good fortune”.
“Although the interdependent-utility case may be expressed in the same functional
form as external effects on consumption, it may be expedient to exclude its
classification under external effects. It is possible, of course, […] to concern oneself
with all those factors that may affect the welfare of the individual. Welfare

42

As Stavins argues later in The New Palgrave: “the fundamental theoretical argument for government activity
in the environmental realm is that pollution is an externality – an unintended consequence of market decisions
which affect individuals other than the decision maker.” (Stavins 2008).
43
Envy can be considered a negative externality (Sussangkarn and Goldman 1983), even if economic theory
gives various meanings to the feeling of envy (Kolm 1995, Pignol 2012). Mishan also evokes ostentatious
consumption (Duesenberry 1949).
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propositions may, in principle, be tested if we agree to accept people’s opinions
about their welfare as evidence [...] One can well imagine that the costs of the more
tangible external diseconomies, such as obstruction noise, and smoke, are readily
accepted as such by a consensus. […] If on the other hand, a man were bold enough
to complain that the mere fact of others becoming better off saddened him
considerably, we may have some sneaking sympathy with him. But it is hardly likely
that practical measures would be contemplated which were calculated to impoverish
others in the hope of restoring his spirits.” (Mishan 1965, 7-8)

Moreover, he makes a distinction between “tangible” external effects, such as
spillovers, and “psychic externalities” associated with interdependent utilities (Mishan 1969).
Underlining again that both have the same mathematical form, he chooses to ignore the latter.
In other words, he makes a distinction between, on the one hand, the definition of externality
as incidental side effects and, on the other hand, its mathematical form as unpriced
interdependent utilities, which largely encompasses voluntary effects and social feelings.
While rejecting the latter, he implicitly draws the frontier of public intervention and
internalisation. He argues that “in fact, no government has ever proposed taking account of
them” (1965, 8) or that “they play no part in economic policy and are ignored in all costbenefit studies” (1969, 329). According to him, the fact that externality is an unintended byproduct of some otherwise legitimate activity “influences the economist’s and public’s
attitude towards externalities and, consequently, also influences remedial policies” (Mishan
1965, 2). Finally, when he rejects deliberate effects or more widely psychic externalities,
Mishan wants to limit externalities to economic activities, to activities that could require
“economic policy”. Mishan underlines the strong normative content of the concept and hence
the scope of its applications. Since externality, as a cause of sub-optimality, requires its
internalisation, creating a strict definition of externality amounts to establishing the scope of
legitimate public intervention, and to limiting the cost-benefit analysis to economic activities.

Conclusion
The standard definition of externality as a ‘missing market’ is not so straightforward,
even in a unified and rigorous framework such as the Arrow–Debreu model. This is due to the
mathematical form of these missing markets, i.e. to their formalisation through direct
interdependences between utility or production functions.
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In a competitive framework where every choice is made through the prism of
parametric prices, every unpriced effect is necessarily out of the recipient’s control, who then
regards externality as parametrically given. This is why barter is an ambiguous case: it does
create a direct interdependence between individuals’ choices but cannot be considered an
externality, first, because it remains a market and, second, because it would upset the
difference between externality and the broader notion of economic interdependence. While all
exchanges are interdependences, all interdependences are not externalities.
The definition of externality as a missing market allows a second ambiguity to persist.
This is due to the basic formalism which does not specify whether or not externality is an
unintended or deliberate effect, formalism which allows for wide interpretations. As social
life is obviously full of ‘unpriced’ individual interactions, there is no limit to the application
of externality. This is why Baumol and Oates as well as Mishan call upon a more traditional
meaning, close to environmental effects whose importance was more and more recognized in
the 1960s. They try to limit these various interpretations to unintended effects, in order to
avoid the fact that externality could encompass every unpriced individual interaction.
These exogenous and unintended features of externality thus raise two important
issues. Firstly, both raise, but in a different manner, the question of the dilution of externality
into the broader notion of individual interdependence. Secondly, and as a consequence, this
dilution raises a strong normative issue. Since externality produces a sub-optimality that calls
for internalisation, its definition implicitly establishes the scope of its application. So we are
left with the question raised by Arrow himself in 1969: “there is one deep problem in the
interpretation of externalities which can only be signalled here. What aspects of other’s
behavior do we consider as affecting a utility function? […] Do we have to extend the concept
of externality to all matters that an individual cares about? Or, in the spirit of John Stuart Mill,
is there a second-order value judgment which excludes some of these preferences from the
formation of social policy as being illegitimate infringements of individual freedom?” (Arrow
1969, 148)
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